
General Comments (in random order)

“We were super pleased with the service provided. We really valued compiling our music

list and being able to speak with the team beforehand to discuss our likes and dislikes, and

get a feel for each other. They were also superb with our pestering guests I know a few

asked for Abba, which was a big fat ’no’ for us, and they stuck to it!”

Ms Gemma Ellis

“The Wedding Players are wonderful.”

Mrs Kelly Williams-Nobbs

“Chris (our DJ) was fantastic. Professional and knowledgeable. Fantastic at picking age-

appropriate music and he was able to gauge what would and wouldn’t necessarily go down

well at a wedding (I’m a heavy metal fan and my parents aren’t). He stuck to our instructions

(there’s certain music we really hate) and he played everything that we asked him to.”

Mrs Laura Cochrane (Mills)

“We couldn’t have asked for more... from initial communications through to the event,

having you guys on board was a pleasure.”

Mr Daniel Jones

“Altogether they were fantastic”

Mrs Clare Davies (Evans)

“Matt was unbelievably helpful as a DJ, going so far as to recommend music to supplement

our choices, and to make the order of the songs perfect for a smooth transition trough the

evening. Our guests never once stopped dancing! The photo booth was also amazing and

great fun, with Matt adding a custom background for our venue which was a lovely and

personal touch. All in all we couldn’t have asked for more.”

Mr Charles Stanton

“Highly recommend The Wedding Players! They completely delivered. The photobooth was

fantastic with amazing ’real’ props!! They were queueing for it at our wedding! The music

was exactly what we wanted, with a few ’random’ requests which were fulfilled completely.

Outstanding night and i’m thrilled we choose them. Completely professional but warm and

friendly also.”

Mrs Lindsay Hoare (Webb)

“Very polite and very easy to contact, and very very helpful.”

Mrs Tara Arkle

“The guys were really good, we had great feedback from.friends and family and they made

the process really easy for us. They were really helpful with our questions and did a



fantastic job.”

Mr Stuart Laird-osiadacz

“Our DJ was very professional and communicated well throughout our wedding

preparations as well as on the day. He used our requested play list as well as adding his own

songs as and when necessary to keep the guests dancing. Matt was very friendly, polite and

kind and we would highly recommend him as a DJ.”

Mrs Cab Chapman (Roe)

“The wedding players were excellent, communication throughout was fantastic and the do

delivered everything as promised . Could not. Fault anything an dowels most definitely

recommend to one and all”

Mr Jonathan Skirton

“We were so pleased with the whole service. From the outset we had faith in Lee and Mattas

professional service. Matt offered fantastic understanding, taste and flexibility in discussing

song choices for the set list and the disco was perfect from start to finish. We couldnat

recommend him highly enough. Thank you all (but especially Matt!) for helping make the

day the best of our lives!”

Dr Nick Jestico

“They we’re professional & friendly from initial contact to the wedding day and made things

so easy and fun for us. Music can make or break a party and they helped us make sure

everyone had an amazing time with their recommendations and assistance. Knowing my

love of ’Back to the Future’ (Delorean was present at wedding) Matt our DJ had the orchestra

version of the soundtrack to play us out at the end of the night. A complete surprise and a

truly unique and wonderful end to our night.”

Mrs Sophia Mackie Ellis

“We booked a DJ, Love Letters and a Photobooth from the Wedding Players for our wedding

this year. All communication with Lee was prompt, friendly and very professional which

stood out to us straight away. They made the booking process easy in what was a busy time

for us. On the day everything went smoothly so we couldn’t have asked for more.”

Mr Stuart Beveridge

“Great guys - well organised and kept at ease. Allowed us to push first dance back due to

everyone (including myself) enjoying the amazing weather. Worked with us to get out

photobooth photos up on the many screens in the venue which our guests enjoyed”

Mrs Hannah Bland (Ewen)

“I think itas fair to say that Rebecca and I were extremely pleased with the service that both

Lee and Matt provided us... it was by far the easiest part of the day to arrange, and seemed

to just work really well without us needing to be overly involved, which was great. Matt



really got the tone of the music right for the event, everyone commented that they enjoyed

the music throughout in the evening, and playing out to Tenacious D was not something we

had planned, but was fantastic fun.”

Mr Richard Exley

“Very well organised from start to finish, constant communication and never too busy to

respond to emails or phone calls. We made our own playlist which was a brilliant idea as we

got to have all our favourite songs, we also wanted an edited version of our first dance

which was done by the Wedding Players without question or hesitation, nothing was too

much trouble. The presentation on the night was not over the top or too loud just high

quality sound and lighting, I danced all night!”

Mrs Katy Evans

“Thoughout the build up, Lee from the wedding players was brilliant. He responded quickly

to any questions, and helped us organise for our friends to sing on the night. On the night

itself, Matt the DJ was fantastic. He followed our exact playlist request, he even managed to

save our favourite song (Frank Turner - Photosynthesis, which we’d actually forgotten we’d

put on the playlist) until the end! What a way to end the day, perfect!”

Mrs Kylie Cohen (Chivers)

“Was more than pleased with the service and quality. Music was fantastic, myself and my

Husband had so many good comments from our guests on the music for the evening, with

many comments saying it’s the best music to be played out of all weddings they had

attended. Matt went out of his way to please us. Put on song requests when asked and

played a song list given between songs he had picked. Lighting was beautiful. The

music,lighting & Dj really made our reception perfect. Thank you so much.”

Mrs Kirsty Morgan

“The Wedding Players were such a find! They were a pleasure to work with, always being

extremely prompt to respond to emails. Darren, our DJ had such a great manner about him.

He called us before the day to talk through things, check whether we had any questions and

to give us some great tips and on the night played all of our chosen music and didn’t rush us

for our First Dance. We all had such a great time, one of my little cousins in particular

claimed the dance floor for most of the night”

Mrs Laura Peerless (Gardner)

“We cannot fault the service we had. DJ Daren played all the songs we’d requested, the set

up of the equipment looked really good and suited our venue perfectly. He read the crowd

well and catered for everybody.”

Mrs Kylie Jones (woolmore)

“The company was fantastic at keeping us informed and making sure they knew what we

wanted. They were very accommodating and flexible both before and during the wedding.



The DJ was a lot of fun and very friendly and got really involved on the day. Everyone had a

brilliant time and there was a great range of music for all ages of guest.”

Mr Jonathan Langham

“Very professional & friendly lovely people would highly recommend”

Mrs Claire Barr(Flook)

“Dealing with the Wedding Players (both Lee and Matt) was a pleasure. They were very

prompt at sending information through. Regular emails with updates and answered all the

questions I had. I had total peace of mind throughout the booking stage right up until the

special day. On that day, Matt the DJ was spot on. He got on with the job in hand with

minimal fuss, but regularly had a catch up with me and seeing how it was going and getting

feedback. The evening do was brilliant - great music!”

Mr Pete Slade

“From start to finish Wedding Players has been an absolute brilliant supplier to work with.

They were very thoughtful and even helped clarify some of the choices we made to ensure

we made the most of their services prior to the wedding. From Lee the main guy to guys

delivering the services on the day. They provided the highest standard of service throughout

and we felt such a relief in trusting in their services.”

Mrs Elena Tsang

“We had the most fabulous party. Darren did a spectacular job and kept the dance floor

heaving all night! And the booking process and communication with Lee went without a

glitch. A very memorable evening.”

Mrs Lucinda Knight

“N/A”

Mrs Danielle Anthony

“The organisation was flawless and the guests commented how lucky we were to have such

a good DJ. We had a first dance planned which involved a specific version of a song not

regulalry available but the company made sure to find it. We wanted to practice our first

dance and only had a small window to do so early in the evening. The wedding players came

early and set up in rapid time which allowed us to do so. I could not speak higher of this

company and the exceptional service they provided.”

Mr Sebastian Murphy



Why They Booked (in random order)

“We wanted a company who would be specifically how we wanted, very personalised and

they were.”

Mrs Clare Davies (Evans)

“Recommended”

Mrs Lucinda Knight

“Glowing recommendation, and ability to determine the playlist”

Ms Gemma Ellis

“Professional service, reputation and quality of service/DJ. Peace of mind also”

Mr Pete Slade

“Met themail at a wedding fair. They seemed nice and offer everything we wanted at a

reasonable pricefforts.”

Mr Stuart Laird-osiadacz

“Recommended by Emma at The Manor House Hotel, researched reviews and after initial

meeting knew they understood us and that they’d do a great job. They helped guide us

through choices and recommendations to get everyone of all ages up dancing. We wanted

everyone to have a memorable time, and they did.”

Mrs Sophia Mackie Ellis

“We were impressed by conversations with Lee, and what he said was possible for our

wedding. We didn’t want a cheesy stereotypical wedding DJ, and we got exactly what we

wanted.”

Mr Richard Exley

“They were recommended by our venue, their website looked very professional and offered

an elegant DJ set.”

Mrs Laura Peerless (Gardner)

“We heard nothing but great stories and reviews about The Wedding Players. And they lived

up to expectation! Incredible.”

Mrs Lindsay Hoare (Webb)

“They had already won an award so trusted they were good.”

Mrs Kylie Jones (woolmore)

“Recommendation.”

Dr Nick Jestico



“Have previously been to Matts gigs. He plays fantastic mixes of new and old music and he’s

very reliable. Just what we needed without having to stress if the DJ was any good unlike

most weddings where it is hit and miss.”

Mrs Kirsty Morgan

“I met Lee at The Great Tythe Barn’s wedding fayre.”

Mrs Kylie Cohen (Chivers)

“Recommendation by venue”

Mr Sebastian Murphy

“Value for money, professionalism”

Mr Jonathan Langham

“They had a good response online, and had won awards”

Mrs Tara Arkle

“Recommended by Charlton house wedding organiser”

Mr Jonathan Skirton

“N/A”

Mrs Danielle Anthony

“Combination of good services, price and great communication.”

Mr Stuart Beveridge

“Recommendations on their website and value for money”

Mrs Laura Cochrane (Mills)

“They were friendly and helpful when we met them at the fayre but not pushy! I felt they

loved music as much as me”

Mrs Katy Evans

“Myself and my husband needed to find a wedding DJ that would allow us to plan out a

playlist from beginning to end and play it exactly as we wanted. They did this and we had

the best wedding disco ever!”

Mrs Kelly Williams-Nobbs

“Recommended by the venue (and their staff)”

Mr Daniel Jones

“Looked professional”

Mrs Claire Barr(Flook)



“We had seen reviews online and felt they best suited our style of wedding.”

Mr Charles Stanton

“Having looked up Wedding Players via the internet, we went to a wedding fayre at

Raddison Blu where we met Lee. In the short time speaking to him, we knew he was the

supplier we were looking for. Not pushy at all, we appreciated his honesty and ideas. So

pleased we used a variety of their services on the day including Photobooth, DJ, lighting in

the evening and giant Love letters. All delivered to a high standard.”

Mrs Elena Tsang

“Really friendly when we spoke to them and so helpful flexible and professional”

Mrs Hannah Bland (Ewen)

“After seeing they had won an award in a wedding magazine I contacted them and was

impressed with their e-mail response and I liked the look of their set up.”

Mrs Cab Chapman (Roe)
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